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Abstract
The edge and scrape-off layer (SOL) plasma of the inter-ELM phase of an H-mode discharge from
the TCV tokamak is modeled with the transport code SolEdge2D-EIRENE [H. Bufferand et al,
Nuclear Fusion 55 (2015)] The numerical simulations, in presence and in absence of C impurities
sputtered from the first wall, are presented and compared with the experiments, finding an overall
good agreement. The application of the standard two-point model to the simulation results leads
to an apparent momentum gain along the divertor leg. A two-fluid two-point model featuring thermally decoupled ions and electrons is introduced and applied to the simulation results, overcoming
this apparent discrepancy.
————————————————————————————————————————-
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Introduction

The influence of the divertor leg length Ldiv on the heat loads at the divertor plates has been
recently investigated in the TCV tokamak [1] L-mode plasmas, finding a spreading of the SOL
heath flux decay length λq for increasing Ldiv , believed to be due to active turbulence along the
divertor leg [2, 3]. Ongoing experiments in TCV are performed within the medium-size Tokamak
(MST) task force of the EUROfusion consortium to extend this previous study to H-mode plasmas.
The SolEdge2D-EIRENE code [4] is used in support of the experimental campaign to help the
interpretation of the results. This is a state-of-the art transport code, featuring a realistic description
of both the plasma magnetic geometry and of the first wall, including pumps and gas puff locations.
The transport dynamics of all the ionization states of impurities is also included in the code [5].
The two-point model [6] is a powerful interpretative and predictive tool, which can be applied
to both experimental and simulation results, providing the relationship between upstream plasma
parameters (electron density and temperature ne , Te ) and the values at the target plate (i.e. at
the divertor). Though, it is based on several assumptions, as for example the ion and electron
temperature being equal Ti = Te , and its application to simulation or experimental results can
sometimes give misleading results such as an apparent momentum gain in the divertor [7]. Some
improvement to the two-point model [8, 9] are therefore sometimes needed to avoid misinterpreting
the results.
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Figure 1: a) Magnetic equilibrium reconstruction from TCV#58182, together with the location of
TS measurements (green crosses), LP (orange diamonds) and the IR field of view (red). Results
from the SolEdge2D-EIRENE simulation of b) electron density ne c) electron temperature Te d)
neutral pressure pn .
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Modeling of TCV H-mode inter-ELM phase

We consider the TCV discharge #58182. This is an H-mode plasma with 0.2 MW of Neutral
Beam Heating power, featuring a long divertor leg, being the vertical position of the magnetic axis
Zax = +12 cm, with plasma current Ip = 380 kA and average electron density ne,av = 6 · 1019 m−3 .
The magnetic equilibrium, reconstructed from the LIUQE code [10], is shown in Fig. 1 together with
the location of the main diagnostics used in the experiment: the electron density and temperature
ne , Te of the main plasma are measured by means of Thomson Scattering (TS); at the divertor
plates, ne and Te are measured by Langmuir Probes (LP) with the methodology detailed in Ref.
[11], and the inter-ELM parallel heat flux q|| is extracted by means of InfraRed thermography (IR)
[3].
The SolEdge2D-EIRENE grid is built on the magnetic equilibrium shown in Fig.1. In order to
correctly reproduce the pedestal, the transport coefficients D and χ are allowed to vary in the
radial direction. Their local value is determined through an automatic feedback procedure on
radial profiles of ne and Te deduced by inter-ELM TS measurements. Inside the Last Closed Flux
Surface (LCFS) Ti = Te is assumed, while Ti > Te in the SOL. D and χ are assumed to be poloidally
constant, and the recycling coefficient for Deuterium (D) at the wall is R = 0.99. A snapshot of the
simulation results of ne , Te and the neutral pressure pn is shown in Fig. 1b-d. A second simulation
including carbon (C) impurities sputtered from the wall (recycling coefficient for C R = 0.5) is
performed.
In Fig. 2a,b we compare the electron temperature Te and density ne as measured by TS (black
points) with the simulated radial profiles of temperature and density from the simulations. In
particular, the electron temperature and density are shown in blue, while the ion temperature and
density are shown in red; the results from the simulation with deuterium (D) are shown with dashed
lines, while the ones from the simulation featuring carbon impurities (D+C) are shown with solid
lines. In both cases the agreement with the experimental data is satisfactory. In the D+C case
the impurities cool the SOL lowering slightly Te . Due to the inclusion of C, the electron density is
2

Figure 2: a) TS measurements of electron temperature Te (black points) compared with the Te
(blue) and Ti (red) profiles at the outer midplane from the simulation in deuterium (dashed line),
and with sputtered carbon (solid lines). b) TS measurements of electron density ne (black points)
compared with the ne (blue) and ni (red) profiles at the outer midplane from the simulation in
deuterium (dashed line, ni = ne not shown), and with sputtered carbon (solid lines).

Figure 3: Simulated emissivity  due to a) neutrals (D+C) b) line radiation from ionized C. c)
Total simulated . d) Experimental  from tomographic inversion of 64 line-integrated bolometric
measurements. The color coding is the same for all plots.
slightly increased, with a maximum relative variation (still modest) in the SOL.
The 2D distribution in the poloidal cross-section of radiated emissivity  is shown in Fig. 3 for the
D+C simulation. The total emissivity (Fig. 3c), concentrated around the separatrix with peaks at
the strike points, is dominated by line radiation from ionized carbon (Fig. 3b), while the radiation
from neutrals (Fig. 3a) becomes important only in front of the strike points. The experimentally
measured emissivity, resulting from the inversion of 64 line-integrated bolometric measurements, is
shown in Fig. 3d. Simulated and measured emissivity qualitatively agree, both exhibiting a hollow
profile with  peaked around the LCFS and the strike points. Though, experimentally  is also
peaked in the X-point region, while this feature is not captured by the simulations.
Finally, in Fig.4 we compare the simulated profiles (orange lines) of ion saturation current density
jsat , electron temperature Te and parallel heat flux q|| measured from both LP (blue dots) and
IR thermography (solid black line). The radial profiles of these quantities are plotted against the
radial upstream coordinate ru , being ru = 0 at the LCFS. The profiles measured by LP and IR
exhibit a radial shift towards smaller major radius R, the peak occuring inside the private flux
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Figure 4: Radial profiles of a) ion saturation current density jsat b) electron temperature Te and c)
parallel heat flux q|| measured from both LP (blue dots) and IR thermography (solid black line),
measured at the outer strike point and remapped upstream. The profiles of the same quantities
from the simulations in the D (dashed lines) and D+C (solid lines) cases are also shown.
region. This is most probably due to an error in the magnetic reconstruction, being less precise at
the strike point. Therefore, in Fig.4 a corrective shift of ∆ru = 1.5 mm has been applied to the
experimental profiles. As there is an overall agreement between the simulated quantities and the
experimentally measured ones, we notice an overestimation of the simulated jsat (or ne ) for both
the D (dashed line) and D+C (solid line) cases. We remark that close to the separatrix jsat (i.e.
ne ) measured by LP could be underestimated due to the fact that the floating potential is strongly
negative here Vf l ∼ −40 V, preventing the probes to completely reach the ion saturation regime.
Te , also overestimated in the D case, is lowered by the power radiated from impurities in the D+C
case, resulting in a better agreement with the experimental one. The parallel heat flux measured
from LP (blue dots), q|| = γsh ne cs Te with γsh = 7 the sheath transmission factor, matches the
one measured by IR thermography (black solid line). While for the D case (orange dashed line)
the simulated peak value of q|| , q||,peak agrees with the experimental one, the total heatR flux at the
strike point is higher than in the experiments, being qint,sim /qint,exp ∼ 3, with qint = q|| (ru )dru ,
consistently with the overestimation of both ne and Te . In the D+C case, q||,peak lowers accordingly
to Te , and the total heat flux gets closer to the experimental one qint,sim /qint,exp ∼ 2.2. In general,
the simulated profiles are substantially broader than the experimentally measured ones. This could
be due to the lack of poloidal variation of the transport coefficients, assumed to vary only in the
radial direction. Also, drifts are not included in the simulations; LP measurements show a sharp
variation of the floating potential Vf l close to the separatrix, that could steepen the pressure profiles
as obsreved for limited plasmas [12, 13, 14].
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Figure 5: Radial upstream (blue) and target (orange) profiles in the SOL of a) electron density ne
b) electron temperature Te c) ion temperature Ti , for both fit of experimental data from TS and
LP (dotted lines) and simulations (dashed (D) and solid (D+C) lines).
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Two-fluid two-point model

The two-point model [6] relates upstream and target quantities. It relies on the basic assumptions
that, within a flux tube, the particle flux and the total plasma pressure Π = 2kb nT (1 + M 2 ) (being
M the mach number) are conserved, and that the heat is transported by parallel heat conductivity.
By further assuming M = 0 upstream and the Bohm condition at the sheath entrance M = 1, the
model is described by the following equations:
7/2

Tu7/2 = Tt

+

7L|| fcond qu
2κ0,e

qu = qt /(1 − fpower ) =

nt cs γsh Tt
1 − fpower

2nt Tt = fmom nu Tu

(1)

(2)
(3)

where n and T are the plasma density and temperature (assumed to be equal for ions and electrons),
q is the parallel heat flux with the sheat transmission factor γsh = 7, L|| is the parallel connection
p
length between the upstream and the target location, κ0,e = (4π0 )2 / (me ) ln Λe4 Z ∼ 1.3 · 1069
[MKS units] is the electron heat conductivity. The corrective factors fpower and fmom are the power
and pressure loss respectively due to volumetric processes, while fcond is the fraction of parallel
power qu carried by conduction, responsible for the formation of temperature gradients along the
field lines. The subscripts u and t indicate upstream and target quantities, respectively, the former
being identified in the following analysis with the outer midplane. By combining eqs.(1-2), we
obtain
7L|| fq nt cs γsh Tt
7/2
Tu7/2 = Tt +
(4)
2κ0,e
where we define the total power loss factor fq ≡ fcond /(1 − fpower ), including both volumetric and
convective losses. In Fig.5 we show the upstream and target profiles of ne (a), Te (b) and Ti (c)
for both simulations (dashed (D) and solid (D+C) lines, same as in Fig. 2 and 4 for ru ≥ 0) and
experiments (dotted lines). The experimental upstream profiles are obtained from TS measurements
(Fig. 2), fitted with a modified hyperbolic tangent function following Ref. [15]. We remark that
these data are quite poorly resolved outside the LCFS, especially in the far SOL (no measurements
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for ru ≥ 15 mm). The target profiles are obtained from LP measurements (Fig. 4), exhibiting a
different slope in the near and far SOL, are fitted with the function
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in order to better preserve the profile shape. This is a convolution of a double exponential decay
(as observed in limited plasmas [16]) with a Gaussian accounting for diffusion in the private flux
region, similarly to what originally done with a single exponential decay in the SOL [17]. The
investigation of the origin of the change in slope in between the near and far SOL is beyond the
scope of this work. We also remark that no ion temperature measurement is available, as is the case
for most tokamaks. We invert the equations 3-4 to compute the loss factors fq and fmom from the
profiles in Fig.5. The result is shown in Fig.6a for both experiments (dotted lines) and simulations
(dashed (D) and solid (D+C) lines). The agreement between the total power loss fq computed from
experiments and simulations is satisfactory (except in the far SOL, where fitting issues arise for the
experimental profiles due to the lack of TS measurements here), showing how most of the power is
lost due to radiation from impurities close to the separatrix (fq > 1), while power convection tends
to be dominant in the far SOL (fq < 1). While the application of the model to experimental data
shows a sensible loss of momentum along the field lines (fmom . 0.75), for the simulation we fall in
the opposite situation fmom > 1 everywhere except in the vicinity of the separatrix, leading to an
apparent momentum gain. The latter is due to the assumption of the two point model Ti = Te , in
particular in the computation of the conservation of the total pressure (eq.(3)). In our simulations,
this is not the case, as we imposed in the upstream SOL Ti ≥ Te (Fig.5b,c). Furthermore, at
the target the situation is reversed, being Ti ≤ Te . An apparent momentum gain was reported in
Ref. [7] in ASDEX Upgrade for both experimental data and SOLPS simulations, and it was also
attributed to the lack of Ti measurements in the experiments and to the Ti = Te assumption in the
standard two-point model.
To overcome this discrepancy, we compare the simulation results with a two-fluid two point model.
Indeed, in the SOL electrons and ions are usually thermally decoupled, the ion energy confinement
τ||,i being shorter than the ion-electron thermalization time τth,ie [8]. This is the case for our
6/7

8/7

simulations as their ratio Rth = τ||,i /τth,ie ∼ 10−31 n2u L|| /qu,e < 1 (Rth ∼ 0.18 and 0.3 for the D
and D+C case, respectively). The thermal decoupling of electrons and ions allows us to separate the
equation for heat conduction and conservation along the p
field line (eqs. (1,2)), allowing different
heat conductivity for the two species, being κ0,i = κ0,e me /mi . We can separate the sheath
transmission factor γsh = 7 into the contributions from ions and electrons, respectively γsh,i = 2.5
and γsh,e = 4.5, and we allow for independent power losses for ions and electrons. Finally, we include
the ion temperature in the conservation of the total pressure. The two-fluid two point model reads
then:
7L|| fq,s nt,s cs γsh,s Tt,s
7/2
7/2
Tu,s
= Tt,s +
(6)
2κ0,s
2nt (Tt,e + Tt,i ) = fmom (nu,e Tu,e + nu,i Tu,i )

(7)

the subscript s = i, e for the two the plasma species, and fq,s ≡ fcond,s /(1 − fpower,s ). We also
allowed the electron and ion density to be different, to better compare with the case featuring
impurities. We remark that, nevertheless, the approximation ne = ni is valid within 10% in the
SOL, and will not change significanlty the results. The application of the two-fluid two-point model
to the simulation results in Fig.5 is shown in Fig.6b, where the electron and ion total power loss
fq,e (blue), fq,i (green) and momentum loss fmom (orange) are plotted for the D (dashed lines)
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Figure 6: a) Radial profiles of total power loss fq (blue) and momentum loss fmom (orange), computed from experimental data (dotted lines) and simulation results (dashed (D) and solid (D+C)
lines) using the standard two-point model (eqs. (3-4)). b) Radial profiles of electron and ion total
power loss fq,e (blue), fq,i (green) and momentum loss fmom (orange), computed from simulation results (dashed (D) and solid (D+C) lines) using the two-fluid two-point model (eqs. (6-7)), together
with the momentum loss computed from the Self-Ewald model (eq.(8)), in black.
and D+C (solid lines) cases. We remark that the apparent momentum gain has now disappeared,
being fmom . 1 everywhere. Also, the computed fmom shows a good agreement with the power loss
predicted by the Self-Ewald model [18]

fmom,SE = 2

α
α+1

(α+1)/2
(8)

where the coefficient α = hσvii /(hσvii + hσvim ) is computed from the AMJUEL ionization and
momentum loss rate coefficients, hσvii and hσvim respectively.
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Conclusion

The inter-ELM phase of a TCV H-mode discharge featuring a long divertor leg has been modeled
with the SolEdge2D-EIRENE code. The results from two simulations, the first one in pure deuterium and the second one including carbon impurities sputtered from the wall, are compared with
experimental measurements from Thomson scattering, bolometry, divertor Langmuir probes and
infrared thermography, finding an overall satisfactory agreement, improved in the case featuring
impurities. Further modeling of TCV H-mode discharges featuring different divertor leg lengths is
ongoing and will be reported in future works. The application of the standard two-point model
to the simulation results would lead to an apparent momentum gain in the divertor, due to the
hypotheses Ti = Te , not satisfied here, similarly to what already reported in Ref. [7]. The application of a two-fluid two-point model, featuring thermally decoupled ions and electrons to the
simulation results overcomes this discrepancy. This result points to the general need for reliable
ion temperature measurements in the experiments and its consistent inclusion in the model for the
correct interpretation of the results of both experiments and simulations.
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